
Amphitheater 

"Amphi" means 'on both sides'. This gives an interesting meaning here, where on one side are seats, made of 
the bodies of trees and on the other side, the trees themselves.  

Find a comfortable space on one of the benches and consider the communal aspect of sitting in a round where 
trees are your neighbors. Give thanks for the place you sit, acknowledging this capacity is born of the gift of the 
tree for wood. As always, ask permission to be present with the trees.  

If it is spring through mid-autumn, spend time breathing (respiring) with the trees. Exchange molecules 
together. Every time you breathe in, breathe the breath coming from the leaves. Every time you breath out, feel 
the leaves absorbing your breath. Let this exchange occur for several minutes just feeling that exchange and 
connection and the way in which the immediate exchange of particles inspires you quite literally.  

What about the winter? With no leaves on the trees, they have slowed their rate of respiration and draw from the 
deep sources of sugar within their trunks. Can you let yourself imagine this for a moment? Can you feel the 
slower rate of existence while still acknowledging these trees have an abundant source of fuel to get through 
the winter? How does this resonate with you? Do you slow down in the winter? Do you wish you could slow 
down in the winter? What happens, here and now if you let your own respiration take a slower rate like that of 
the trees. What other areas of your body do you draw resources from? How does it feel to let the trees teach you 
a slower, deeper rhythm for living?  How does it feel to sit in circle, to sit in communion and exchange breath 
and wisdom both? What else do you feel/hear/sense the trees doing, saying, sharing, telling you about life on 
this earth? What do you decide to share with and tell them about?  


